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Our purpose has
never been clearer
“The biggest mistake of past centuries in
teaching has been to treat all children as if they
were variants of the same individual, and thus
to feel justified in teaching them the same
subjects in the same ways” Howard Gardner

Benowa State High School has exemplified
distinction in state school education for a
period of over 30 years with a proud record of
academia, cultural and sporting success.
We recognise that every student is different.
Our school’s Excellence Programs harness the
academic, cultural and sporting strengths of
students. However, we recognise that some
students have additional learning needs.
Knowing and meeting the learning needs of
every student, every day, is essential to
motivate, engage and empower them in the
learning process.

In this ever competitive global marketplace,
the choice of the right school for your child is
more important than ever. Committed to
individualised learning, Benowa State High
School has the product, the expertise and
evidence of success in supporting, enriching
and challenging each learner to achieve their
learning goals.
Thank you for considering Benowa State High
School for your young learner. I encourage you
to peruse this guide and contact us for further
information.

To support students who have additional
learning needs, Benowa State High School
offers a range of interventions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Direct Instruction (DI)
Intense Focus classes
EALD Support (EAL/D)
Special Education program
Homework Club

Mark Rickard
Executive Principal

DIRECT INSTRUCTION (DI)

DI involves flexible ability grouping, with students being placed where they are at, within the
curriculum sequence for Literacy and Numeracy. This allows students to do work that isn’t either to
easy and isn’t too hard. It is just right for them. Progress of each student is based on mastery of the
material at their current level – not age, or academic outcomes.
Why refer for your child for DI?
DI:





Ensures teachers are teaching to mastery daily by allocating a portion of each lesson to a concept
and the remaining to consolidation.
Uses a range of ongoing formative assessment strategies to quickly assess all students for
comprehension and correct any misunderstandings immediately.
Students celebrate their learning success regularly. Through the use of continual, real-time
assessments students see their progress towards learning goals on a daily basis.
Students continue to develop positive attitudes to learning because their hard work in lessons
leads to improvement.

Eligibility Requirements
DI caters for students who have additional learning needs in Literacy and Numeracy. Before
completing a Direct Instruction Referral Form, please consider if your student is receiving in a ‘D’ or ‘E’
in English and/or Mathematics, and performing in the bottom two bands of NAPLAN testing.
Please note that completion of the Referral Form does not guarantee a placement in a DI class.
Additional testing will be completed by our trained DI teachers.

INTENSE FOCUS CLASSES

Students who may need additional support in their learning at year level are identified using
information from a range of sources, including specialist reports, school assessment, standardised
assessment, observation and anecdotal data for previous and current teachers. Through the use of
multiple data sources, and in consultation with parents/caregivers, our Intense Focus classes support
students who may be experiencing varying circumstances that are impacting upon their learning.

Why should I refer my student for Learning Support?






Student progress is enhanced through small group support.
Students who participate in Intense Focus classes complete their studies with adjustments.
Units or work, learning resources and assessment may be adjusted in time, length and/or
mode to ensure student’s ongoing needs are being met.
Students timetabled into Intense Focus classes are English, Mathematics, Science and SOSE
and are based on the year level requirements of the Australian curriculum.
The Intensive Focus model of support is designed to allow students to move in and out of the
program in accordance with their current development and learning needs.

Eligibility Requirements
Intense Focus classes cater for students who have additional learning needs in English and
Mathematics. Before completing an Intense Focus Class Referral Form, please consider if your
student is receiving in a ‘D’ or ‘E’ in English and/or Mathematics, performing in the bottom two
bands of NAPLAN testing, and is currently receiving additional support.
Please note that completion of the Referral Form does not guarantee a placement in a Intense Focus
class. Additional data will be obtained from your child’s current school, where available, to support
our decision-making.

ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE/DIALECT (EAL/D)

Students who experience difficulties due to having English as a second or additional language may
require additional support to enable them to meet the expectations of the relevant achievement
standard. This support may be provided in small group learning sessions, or through classroom
teaching differentiated instruction.

Why should I refer my student for EAL/D support?






Support EAL/D students to better understand the requirements across the year level
curriculum across four macro-skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing).
Develop EAL/D student skills to meet the requirements of learning and assessments tasks by
reinforcing their language skills with emphasis on reading, writing, listening and speaking for
academic purposes.
Providing extra scaffolding, visual, contextual, and bilingual support wherever possible to
assist EAL/D to get meaning from classroom learning.
Our comprehensive EAL/D assistance helps students to succeed in their regular classes and
fulfil their potential.

Eligibility Requirements
Our EAL/D support is for learners who are learning Standard Australian English (SAE) as a new
language. Our school will make decisions about the ongoing level of support, based on EAL/D
students’ levels of English language proficiency using the Department’s Bandscales for EAL/D
learners. Before completing an EAL/D referral form, please consider your student’s English results,
previous Bandscale assessments and NAPLAN achievement.
Please note that completion of the Referral Form does not guarantee EAL/D. Additional data may
be gathered from classroom teachers through observable behaviour which are indicative of typical
second language acquisition and development.

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Benowa State High School is committed to achieving the highest outcomes for students with
disabilities. The Access Centre provides specialised and individual educational programs for students
with significant support needs which may include Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Intellectual Disability,
Speech Language Impairment and/or a Physical, Hearing or Visual Impairment.

Why should I refer my student to our Special Education Program?







Learning in the Special Education context comprises of a combination of inclusive, modified
and alternate processes, relevant to an individual’s disability, to meet each student’s individual
education and learning goals.
Teachers create the right environment, atmosphere and attitude for students with disabilities
to develop and reach their fullest potential.
Our Special Education teachers are committed to fully understanding the physical, social and
intellectual needs of all students. They do this by taking the time to get to know the student
and talking to families.
Our Special Education program challenges students through setting achievable learning goals
which promote the holistic development of every student.

Eligibility Requirements
Our Special Education Program provides support on a needs basis. We aim to meet the specific
learning needs of students. Please contact our Access Centre to discuss the specific support needed
to ensure the continued development of your student.

HOMEWORK CLUB

Homework Club offers a place for your student to work in a supportive environment out of school
hours. Run in the school’s Collaboration Centre, Homework Club provides students with set time to
get homework done or receive extra support in attaining personal learning goals. The program is
not meant to replace all time spent on homework at home, but to help develop the habit of giving
dedicated time for students to meet their responsibility to completing their homework. Experience
confirms that routine and habit is the most effective way to complete school work.

Why may my student attend Homework Club?







Being run by our own teachers allows each students to be relaxed and feel confident to ask
questions.
Support is available in English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities. Teachers who are
present Homework Club know the curriculum content and can better support your student to
know, understand and be able to do the class work.
Some students are so self-motivated that they’re able to work diligently on homework, but
not everyone finds it so easy. If your student needs the time to work diligently on homework,
Homework Club may be the answer!
Your student can improve study skills in research, essay writing and time management.

Eligibility Requirements
Homework Club has no eligibility requirements. Students do not need to notify the Homework Club
Coordinator of their attendance, though is required to sign-in and sign-out each time they attend.

Contact Us
P: 07 5582 7333
W: benowashs.eq.edu.au
E: enrolments@benowashs.eq.edu.au
A: Mediterranean Drive, Benowa Qld 4217
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